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“Seven Investment Predictions for 2011!”
“As we enter a new year, it’s always effective
to make sure we’re positioned for
maximum profits. Our portfolio
brought in splendid returns in
the 2000s; how will we do going
forward?”
“In short: I expect stellar
profits! In this issue, I’ll discuss
seven major investment trends
we’ll be riding in 2011 and
beyond, along with specific
actions to take for each one.”
James DiGeorgia, Editor

B

ig market moves are ahead of us. In this issue,
we’ll discuss seven market trends that few others are taking advantage of—yet. As always, we try
to spot the trends early, and ride them to their fullest. Let’s dive in!

will be inadequate to meet rising demand, starting
as early as next year.

US Military Warns:
“Severe Energy Crunch is
Inevitable”
The United States Joint Forces Command is an
interservice command of the US military, integrating all four services (Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marines). Its role is to transform the Department of
Defense’s capabilities in future warfare.
Each year, the JFC issues a report called the
Joint Operating Environment, where it anticipates
the future threats that will face the United States.
The 2010 report had a lot to say about global energy
supplies, which are rapidly reaching a crisis point.
The JFC first noted that current oil supplies are
plummeting. The world’s current known reserves
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This shortfall must be met by finding a huge amount
of new oil, but there’s little chance of this happening:
“To generate the energy required worldwide by
the 2030s would require us to find an additional
1.4 MBD [million barrels per day] every year until
then… The discovery rate for new petroleum and
gas fields over the past two decades (with the possible exception of Brazil) provides little reason for
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optimism that future efforts will find major new
fields…
“By 2012, surplus oil production capacity could
entirely disappear, and as early as 2015, the shortfall in output could reach nearly 10 MBD.”
Obviously, the global market will be under tremendous pressure. The JFC predicts the result:
“A severe energy crunch is inevitable without a
massive expansion of production and refining capacity… [This] surely would reduce the prospects for
growth in both the developing and developed worlds.
Such an economic slowdown would exacerbate other
unresolved tensions, push fragile and failing states
further down the path toward collapse, and perhaps
have serious economic impact on both China and
India. At best, it would lead to periods of harsh economic adjustment…
“One should not forget that the Great Depression spawned a number of totalitarian regimes that
sought economic prosperity for their nations by
ruthless conquest.”
In addition to this grim reminder, the report
also noted that global supplies are keenly vulnerable to attack at multiple points, should any hostile
force wish to disrupt them.

Obviously, we hope none of this ever occurs.
But whether or not anything ever happens at an oil
chokepoint, the pressures on the market remain. If
a “severe energy crunch” is inevitable, then so is a
surging price of oil.

Prediction #1: In 2011, the oil
bull will continue.
Action to take: Follow our investing and trading
recommendations closely. Our portfolio is designed
to closely track the oil bull, and even exceed its performance (because we invest in undervalued sectors
and companies).
At the risk of sounding immodest, GEA has one
of the best track records in the industry. There are
several specific reasons for this—one of them relates
to the energy industry’s ongoing attempts to…

Hoodwink the Energy Investor
Are oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids
(NGLs) different sources of energy? Obviously. But
the energy industry is trying to convince you otherwise.
It’s true that the fuels are related. Crude oil consists of long chains of hydrocarbons, forming a thick
viscous liquid. Natural gas consists of short-chain
hydrocarbons in gaseous form. NGLs are somewhere in between.
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The narrow Strait of Hormuz is particularly
worrisome for US officials. The northern shore
belongs to Iran—a radical rogue state with a worldclass anti-ship missile capability. Sinking one or
two ships in the Strait would instantly shut down
one-twentieth of the world’s oil traffic.
This threat is the ultimate trump card. It’s the
only reason the US Air Force hasn’t destroyed Iran’s
growing nuclear program. But as that program
nears completion, the pressure is building on Israel
and the United States to do something. (Iran’s nutjob leader Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has promised to
wipe Israel off the map as soon as he gets nukes.)
A showdown could send oil through $200 overnight.

The fuels are commonly found together. In fact,
the contents of a particular hydrocarbon deposit
will depend on its environment. The higher the heat
and pressure around the deposit, the more likely
the hydrocarbon chains will be ‘cracked’ and liquids
will turn into gas.
So why does this matter? Because natural gas
and NGLs are far less desirable than oil. Their
energy content is less: for example, NGLs have on
average about 70 percent of the energy per volume
that crude does.
Gas and NGLs are also much more challenging
to transport. Crude can be shipped long distances
easily. Conversely, if you want to move large quantities of natural gas, and you don’t have a pipeline to
your destination, you’ll need to freeze the gas into
liquids and restore it once it arrives.
But for years, the major oil companies have
found more gas and NGLs than crude oil. This isn’t
for lack of trying; as I’ve documented extensively in
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GEA, there are few large oil deposits left to find.
As an example, for the last three years, Exxon
Mobil has barely replaced the oil it produced. The
best year was 2008, with new reserves of just 103%
of production.
But most of this was oil sand—tar frozen into
the ground in Canada. Many authorities (including the Securities Exchange Commission) do not
consider oil sands to be viable reserves. And when
you don’t count these, you find that Exxon Mobil
replaced only 27 percent of its reserves in 2008.
2009 wasn’t any better. About two-thirds of its
reserve replacement came from natural gas projects
in Australia and Papua New Guinea.
Important note #1: Exxon Mobil isn’t unique.
All the major energy companies are finding mostly
gas, NGLs, and ‘unconventional’ energy instead of
crude oil.
Important note #2: This is a long-term trend.
It’s gone on for many years, and the oil giants are
now making large commitments to unconventional
energy—because they have no other choices. For
example, last year Exxon Mobil acquired XTO
Energy (whose stock we owned at the time). XTO
had large reserves of shale gas. In the past, such a
speculative play would not have been interesting to
a conventional giant like Exxon Mobil. Times have
obviously changed.
Important note #3: Few investors have any
clue this is going on.
Oil executives are obligated to keep their stock
prices high. If they announced that they were replacing valuable reserves of crude with far less valuable
reserves of gas, NGLs, and oil sands, their shares
would plunge.
That’s why they now announce new discoveries
in terms of the energy they contain. The announcements state the energy in ‘BOE’ (barrels of oil equivalent)—the amount of oil that would be needed to
supply that amount of energy.
To the uninformed, this seems like a valid measurement. In reality, it’s little more than a scam.
One of the reasons crude oil is so valuable is
that it’s energy-dense, easily extracted from the
ground, easily transported, easily refined, easily
burned, and easily converted into a large variety of
feedstocks for other chemicals. All the other forms
of hydrocarbons are far inferior to crude in these
categories. Even when the amount of energy is the
same, they’re far less commercially valuable.
Nevertheless, the BOE scam is a great way for
executives to prop up their share prices by covering

up what’s really going on. We’re also starting to see
other ‘creative’ reporting techniques, like promoting
natural gas deposits for the small amount of crude
and NGLs they contain. (See for example the Eagle
Ford Shale play.)
By the way, all this can be verified by comparing the industry’s public announcements (via press
releases and so on) to the official numbers they
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report to the SEC. Almost always, the numbers do
not match.

Prediction #2: The line
between oil and gas will
become increasingly blurry in
2011, as energy companies try
to fool the public about what’s
going on with their reserves.
It’s already difficult for the average investor
to figure out the relative value of energy stocks
because of BOE and other forms of industry reporting. Energy executives are doing everything they
can to make this worse.
Action to take: Don’t accept recommendations
from the mainstream financial media without doing
your homework. At GEA, we scrutinize the companies we recommend. We don’t always take the time
to explain why an otherwise-popular stock isn’t in
our portfolio, but rest assured, we pay close attention to what’s going on. And we only recommend the
shares that we believe are in the best possible position to meet our investment goals.
BOE and other industry flim-flams can fool the
markets for a little while, but ultimately the best
companies always come out on top. We trade and
invest accordingly, and that’s one of the reasons
we’ve accumulated such a strong track record.
We do this work so you don’t have to. Don’t be
fooled by the hype and misleading information in
the media.

The Threat
of ‘Political’ Peak Oil
Which companies dominate the world’s oil supply? If you think it’s the household names like BP,
Royal Dutch Shell, ConocoPhillips, and Exxon Mobil,
you’re wrong.
Of the world’s five largest oil companies, only
one (Exxon Mobil, the third-largest) is not owned
by a government. Each of the other four are 100%
state-owned. Of the top 25 companies, 18 are partially or completely state-owned.
Just look at the list of nations with nationalized oil industries: Saudi Arabia, Iran, Venezuela,
China, Mexico, Kuwait, Algeria, Malaysia, United
Arab Emirates, Nigeria, Qatar, Iraq, Libya, Egypt,

Former President of Shell Oil
Predicts $5 Gasoline by 2012

I

n 2008, John Hofmeister retired as president
of Shell Oil. Now he’s CEO of Citizens for
Affordable Energy, warning that we’re headed
for serious disruptions in our energy supplies
and therefore, in our economy.
During an interview on Platts Energy Week,
Hofmeister discussed the plunge in new drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, thanks to government
restrictions. He warned:
“If we stay on our current course, within a
decade we’re into energy shortages in this country big time… Blackouts, brownouts, gas lines,
rationing—that’s my projection based upon the
current inability to make decisions…
“When American consumers are short or
prices are so high, $5 a gallon for gasoline, for
example, by 2012, that’s going to set a new tone.
It’s going to be panic time for politicians.”

Indonesia… the list goes on. Several other nations
own most of their industries, such as Russia (with
50% of Gazprom and 75% of Rosneft).
Notice that this list looks like a who’s-who of the
nations with the largest oil deposits in the world.
Not only that, the top 10 state-owned companies
alone account for 33.6 million barrels per day of production—about 40 percent of global supply.
So why is this a big deal? For two reasons. First,
the West’s oil supply is dominated by governments
that are increasingly hostile to us. Shouldn’t we be
concerned that thugs like Hugo Chávez and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad can throttle our nation’s energy
supplies just by throwing a switch?
Second, even if they don’t choose to cut off any
oil, their production will dwindle anyway. With the
notable exception of Saudi Arabia, nationalized oil
industries are not managed well.
Most of these countries have corrupt governments and heavily socialized economies. For many,
the cash flows from their oil industries are the only
thing keeping them afloat. Most nationalized energy
revenues go straight into government spending programs, where they disappear forever.
Problem: oil is a capital-intensive business. If
you don’t reinvest into your industry, it goes away.
As an example, look at Iran. Despite sitting on 10
percent of the world’s oil, it has to import gasoline
to meet its needs.
As another example, look at Venezuela. Hugo
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Chávez has managed to chop off one-quarter of his
entire nation’s production since coming to power.
Then look at Mexico. State-owned Pemex has
managed to destroy more than three-quarters of
the production from Cantrell, formerly the world’s
second-largest producing field.
The list goes on and on, but you get the point.
As analyst Rick Rule recently pointed out, the
world could be facing peak oil merely from political incompetence. Even if the physical peak is years
away, it will do us little good if production plunges
from gross mismanagement by state-owned companies. Rule believes that Mexico, Venezuela, Peru,
Ecuador, Indonesia, and Iran are particularly likely
to see steep slashes in production.
It’s a keen insight into what’s coming, but it’s
been ignored by the mainstream financial media—
so far. That makes it a big opportunity for us.

Prediction #3:
Peak oil will become
a widely discussed topic
again, both in its ‘political’
and other aspects.
Action to take: If you aren’t familiar with ‘peak
oil’ and the other reasons why oil is going up, educate yourself now. Reviewing the GEA issues from
March, April, and August 2010 will give you a good
overview.
You’ll need this information as the oil bull
develops. The financial media will do their best to
dissuade you from making the right investments,
and they’ll sound persuasive if you aren’t properly
equipped. See below for an example of this.

Pooh-Poohing Peak Petroleum

A

t the end of December, Reuters ran an article
entitled, “Oil bulls may have to pull in their
horns.” It noted that two years ago, Goldman Sachs
predicted oil would be above $150 by now.

The article poked fun at the idea that oil supplies
would peak, and that prices would rise from their
current levels. It claimed that OPEC has lots of
spare capacity—more than enough to absorb the
expected rise in demand for the next several years.
It also claimed that new finds are adding to
global supplies, while improved recovery techniques
are increasing the amounts extracted from known
deposits.
The article sounded reasonable, but it had a
major flaw. All its claims were just as valid in 2010
as they will (or won’t) be in 2011. Then why did oil
shoot up by some 22 percent during the year?
Somehow, the article failed to discuss that
question.
Nor did it discuss the 20 million barrels of daily
crude production that have already been lost to
peaking oil fields… the “export land” model that
shows how supplies will be restricted even before the
global peak arrives… oil’s plunging EROI (energy
return on investment) that will drive prices up even
if the peak is years away… and so on.
By being so shallow, the article came to the 100%
wrong conclusion. Unfortunately, this is typical.
As another example, look at this chart that was
released on December 16. It forecasts the price of oil
for the next couple of decades:

This is a Pollyanna view of the future if ever I
saw one. Notice that according to this forecast, oil
won’t hit $100 until 2017.
Hmm. Oil is above $90 as I write this. Do you
really think that oil—which is a famously volatile
market—won’t go up by 10 percent for the next six
years?
And this is after going up 22 percent just last
year?
Notice also that the forecast was already wrong
(even on the day it was released), because it says oil
should be in the mid-to-low $80s right now—and it’s
currently above $90.
So who’s the knucklehead who came out with
this horribly flawed chart? His name is Uncle Sam,
also known as the US government (via the US
Energy Information Administration).
When the government is misleading the public
like this, it’s small wonder that media outlets like
Reuters get things wrong. Oil is one of the biggest
long-term opportunities for profits today, but you
need accurate information about what’s going on.
Gold and Energy Advisor
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Making Money Regardless of
Where the Market Goes
Raking in profits as the market goes up is wonderful. But you know what’s just as satisfying?
Raking in profits as the market goes down.
Last year, the GEA portfolio produced a return
of 27.55 percent. Again, that’s more than 27 percent in just one year. Nor is this a fluke; our current
portfolio is up 84.66 percent since inception just 27
months ago.
The key is that we buy on weakness, hedge on
strength, and take advantage of market volatility.
As long as the market is volatile, we can make
money regardless of the specific direction it goes.
So, even if I’m wrong about the strength of the
oil bull, we can still make money. And if I’m right

about where oil is going, we’re positioned to ride a
spectacular wave.

Prediction #4:
2011 will be another
profitable year for the GEA
investing approach.
Action to take: If you aren’t currently trading all of our GEA recommendations because you
can’t write options, call your broker and apply for
approval to do so. (Approval to write covered calls
should be easy, while selling puts usually has a
more stringent approval process.) Oil’s volatility
provides lots of opportunities for profits for us. To
take maximum advantage, you’ll need the ability to
write options and play the volatility.

Looking forward to a profitable year—with a new publisher!

O

ur GEA model portfolio made a spectacular
27.55 percent gain in 2010. As mentioned
elsewhere in this issue, I’m looking forward to
more profits from the energy markets in 2011.
And in addition to our existing expertise in
gold, silver, and energy, I’m excited to announce
that we’re adding another source of expert market
analysis to Gold & Energy Advisor: Todd Griffiths,
founder and owner of Century Coin Group, and
the new publisher of GEA.

top Numismatists in the world. In my opinion,
Todd Griffiths is a genius in the coin market, with
world-class knowledge and expertise.

What This Means for You
It means that Gold & Energy Advisor is getting even better!
First, I’m remaining on board as the editor,
and my staff will also remain in place. You can
expect the same energy and precious-metals analysis that has proven to be so successful and profitable.
Second, with Todd Griffiths as the new publisher, you’ll also be getting exclusive insights
into the rare coin market, which I believe will be
one of the hottest markets for the next few years
(see Prediction #5). Among other things, you’ll be
getting as a FREE bonus Todd Griffiths’ Century
Alert, a newsletter dedicated to informing investors all about investing and collecting US Rare
Coins. I believe this is the best rare-coin investment newsletter available—and I don’t say that
lightly.

Todd Griffiths, owner of Century Coin Group

I’ve been buying and selling rare coins professionally since 1976, and I’ve worked with some of the

Again, I’m excited to make this announcement. Here at GEA we already have one of the
best track records in the industry—and with Todd
Griffiths as the new publisher, we’re poised to provide successful analysis and recommendations in
investment-quality rare coins as well. I’m looking
forward to 2011!
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A Red-Hot Market That’s
Overlooked by Most Investors
The coin market was blistering-hot last year.
Multiple price records were shattered, including a
penny that sold for 1.7 million dollars. We also saw
a 1794 Dollar become the world’s most valuable coin,
selling for $7.8 million.
For savvy investors, another development was
just as exciting. The top two coin-grading services
(PCGS and NGC) jointly announced a new “Plus”
grade for the coins they evaluate.
Within a given grade, the top 15-20 percent
will now receive a “+” to designate that they are
the cream of the crop. For example, a coin graded
at MS67+ will be superior to specimens graded at
MS67.
This will increase liquidity in the coin market. Investors have always been eager to obtain
the highest-quality coins, but until now, personal
inspections were necessary to see how a coin compared to its similarly-graded peers. Plus, a certain
level of skill was required to accurately assess each
specimen. Now there’s an expert, independent evaluation available that provides this information.
It’s been less than 30 years since NGC and
PCGS started providing independent grading to the
coin market. It’s not an exaggeration to say that
they have revolutionized coin investing.
Each time the grading firms have improved
their services, liquidity in the market has gone up.
And the prices of the choicest coins have gone up too.

Prediction #5:
As more coins receive the Plus
designation, the coin market
will heat up further.
Add to this a market that’s already booming
thanks to the troubled dollar, and savvy investors
will profit handsomely. Action to take: consider
adding gem-quality coins to your portfolio if you
aren’t doing so already.
While we’re talking about coins, there’s an
important aspect to note. As you know, I prefer gold
and silver coins above all others. Both metals shot
up in 2010.
In percentage terms, silver actually outperformed gold for the year. In fact, its performance

Portfolio Update

In Update #1017, we issued instructions for
subscribers who hedged Apache Corp. (APA) and
Bill Barrett Corp. (BBG). On APA, we rolled up
our Dec. $100 calls (symbol APA101218C100) to
the Jan. $105 calls (APA110122C105). On BBG,
we rolled up our Dec. $35 calls (BBG101218C35)
to the Jan. $35 calls (BBG110122C35).
In Update #1021, we rolled up our hedge on
Energy Exploration and Production ETF (XOP).
We rolled up the Dec. $50 calls (XOP101218C50)
to the Jan. $50 calls (XOP110122C50).
In Update #1023, we noted that our options
on Berry Petroleum (BRY), Occidental Petroleum (OXY), and Talisman Energy (TLM)
were profitable, and that we would allow them
to expire. We made a 31% return on the BRY
calls, a 7.8% return on the OXY calls, and a 69%
return on the TLM calls.
In Update #1024, we noted our expirations
and exercises in December netted us $3,051.
In Update #1026, we issued recommendations for Anadarko Petroleum (APC) and Noble
Energy (NBL). On APC, we sold short the Jan.
$62.50 puts (APC110122P62.5). On NBL, we
sold short the Jan. $80 puts (NBL110122P80).
In Update #1028, we issued instructions to
hedge Suncor (SU). We sold the Jan. $38 calls
(SU110122C38).
In Update #1030, we took profits on the SU
Jan. $31 puts (SU110122C31).
In Update #1034, we hedged Devon Energy
(DVN), Denbury Resources (DNR), and EOG
Resources (EOG). On DVN, we sold the Jan. $80
calls (DVN110122C80). On DNR, we sold the
Jan. $19 calls (DNR110122C19). On EOG, we
sold the Feb. $100 calls (EOG110219C100).
was almost too strong. That’s why I believe that…

Silver Will Correct, But the
Bull Will Remain
I started recommending silver here in GEA
when it was exactly $7 per troy ounce.
Readers who got in then have big smiles on their
faces. Last month, silver hit $30.70, shattering a
30-year price record.
Overall, the white metal had a screamer of a
year in 2010. It more than doubled in just 11 months.
With a run like this, I expect a correction in
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2011. But it will be temporary—there are excellent
reasons why silver is shooting up, and those reasons
aren’t going away.

For a while, the skeptics were right. As recently
as two years ago, China’s annual imports were a
mere 31 tons of gold.

Even now, with an uncertain global economy,
fabrication demand remains strong. Indeed, it
appears that fabrication demand is actually higher
than analysts had thought—CPM Group recently
reported that silver use in China is up to twice as
high as Western analysts previously suspected.
Plus, demand is expected to rise farther, thanks to
the growing use of silver in solar panels, silver-zinc
batteries, and other emerging technologies.

But those days are over. Chinese gold demand
has skyrocketed, and the size of China’s imports
today are staggering. In just 10 months, China
alone could have absorbed all the gold sold by the
International Monetary Fund (148.6 tons).

Lastly, investment demand will obviously
remain strong. Like gold, silver is a hard asset that
acts as an investment haven during times of economic uncertainty.
On the supply side, mining supply is projected to
grow somewhat, but not as much as demand. Most
mined silver comes as a byproduct from copper, lead,
and zinc mines. Thus, rising silver prices do not necessarily result in a large boost of supply.

Prediction #6: Silver will
correct, but this will be
a temporary phase in the
ongoing bull market.
Action to take: Watch my email Updates,
where I provide current technical analysis of the
markets. If a strong enough trend develops in silver,
we might play it.

A Massive Shift in the Market
Last month, the gold market was rocked by a
revelation from China. Some of us knew the Chinese were buying gold, but thanks to their famous
secrecy, nobody knew how much.
The numbers were finally revealed during
a speech by the chairman of the Shanghai Gold
Exchange. Turns out that in just the first 10 months
of 2010, China bought a staggering 209.7 metric
tons of the yellow metal.
Gold bears had claimed that China was selfsufficient in gold. These skeptics admitted that the
Chinese are consuming metal, but China is also
the world’s largest gold producer. So the skeptics
claimed that China’s demand was being absorbed
by its supply.

China’s imports also dwarf the same-period purchases of 159.48 tons by SPDR Gold Shares, the
world’s largest gold ETF. You might remember from
past GEA issues how drastically SPDR has transformed the gold market. Now there’s an even larger,
more insatiable source of demand, vacuuming metal
off the market.
And this is only the beginning. Demand is soaring further as China’s government loosens restrictions on its domestic market. Banks are now allowed
to import and export gold for their clients. And
just one month ago, Chinese regulators approved
the country’s first gold fund (designed to invest in
overseas gold ETFs). This will make gold investing
available to literally hundreds of millions of people.
China’s domestic market was already blistering
hot, even before these new developments. At the
Shanghai Gold Exchange, trading volume blasted
up by 43 percent from January to October last year.

Prediction #7: In 2011, the gold
market will be rocked
by the surging demand from
China and other sources.
Don’t forget that even as this massive new
demand enters the market, the Federal Reserve
will spend about $1,000 for each household in the
United States, during the month of January.
And also in February. And in March, and April,
and… you get the idea. As gold demand skyrockets, the US government continues blowing out its
budget, the Fed continues its spending, and all the
other factors pushing gold up are still there. The
impact of all these things occurring simultaneously is obvious.
Action to take: Even at record prices, physical gold is still very attractive. In 2010, it came
just a few dollars shy of hitting my prediction of
$1,500. In 2011, I wouldn’t be surprised to see it
reach $2,000. If you haven’t fortified your portfolio
with 10-20 percent in physical gold, now’s the time!
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